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Working in conjunction with Edgar P Harney 
Elementary School in Central City, __openME__ 

(open Mobile Education) is a portable unit 
designed to work within the community and 

support pre-existing and new conditions.

_openME_ is highly flexible, with one unit acting as 
seven separate programs through seven different 
“openings,” or “unhingings.” Each configuration is 
instantly recognizable and customized to work 
specifically for its program.
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__openME__

Opening minds, 
unfolding educationVisit our website at http://openme.org

__playwithME__

__hearME__

__teachME__

__greenME__ is the center of the __openME__ 
universe - a mobile green classroom, based 
along the South Claiborne neutral ground in 
Central City. Participants will care for commu-
nity gardens and learn how to use its produce.

__speaktoME__ acts as a stage for mul-
tiple types of events, including local 
bands, guest speakers and community 
information events. The open platform 
invites passerby to sit and interact with 
the lecturer, providing another informa-
tion hub within the community.

__connectME__ provides a wireless internet 
station and connected computers. Fold-down 
seating areas act as laptop central, and basic 
internet training and refresher courses are 
available.

__watchME__’s mobile movie theater can 
show films wherever a large, blank 
surface is available. Reminiscent of a 
drive-in, __watchME__’s current location 
in the middle of Central City provides a 
more neighborhood-based setting.

There’s no need to search for a basket-
ball court when __playwithME__ can 
create one on any asphalt surface!

Keeping neighbors in close contact is 
what brings the community together. A 
mobile version of the New Orleanian 
porch gathering, __hearME__ is simply a 
gathering space, perfect for block parties 
or a neighborhood association meeting 
place.

Interested in working for __openME__?

__teachME__ is imtimately connected 
to Edgar P Harney Elementary, acting 
mainly as an after-school and weekend 
tutoring center. Summertime sessions 
may be available, ask for information.


